
A CRIME PROVING TEAM BUILDING 
EXPERIENCE AS CLOSE TO TV AND 
THE MOVIES AS YOU CAN GET!
iCSI Team Building is a unique crime proving event where 
teams must prove who stole “Anti-Matter” using evidence 
they discover, and solid reasoning. Teams can interview and 
interrogate actual suspects, and discover hidden evidence 
using actual Crime Scene Investigator tools and techniques.

iCSI is challenging and great for high functioning teams 
looking to enhance their problem solving, critical thinking, 
and reasoning abilities. Is it as close to solving a crime as you 
can get without being on TV!

ELECTRONIC CRIME SOLVING ASSISTANT -  AI ROBOT DETECTIVE

Your eCSA mimics an AI robot detective. Based on the 
answers you give it, your eCSA will help guide you back on 
track, o�er something deeper to consider, verify you are 
correct, or ask an additional question that can lead to more 
discovery or to help put together a string of facts. 

Teams also verify lab results and evidence to make sure they 
have accurate information to build a case. Every event has a 
winning team based on points, and automatically scored by 
the devices!

CSI FEATURES

 AI Robot Detective Crime Solving Assistant

 Team Problem Solving, Critical Thinking, Reasoning Abilities. 

Real Crime Scene Tools and Techniques

Orange Glasses and UV Flashlights (Just like TV!)

Live Suspect Interrogation

Includes 6 Unique 1-2 person Roles per Team

FORMAT

Teams of 8 to 12 people

Time 2-3 hours

916.215.0149 
www.teamworxteambuilding.com 
info@teamworxteambuilding.com

CONTACT US:

“TeamWorx did an amazing job facilitating our iCSI 
teambuilding event... This was the best, most creative event 
that I have ever experienced.”   Johnson & Johnson

“I worked in the DA’s o�ce for 8 years as an investigator 
before joining my team here, and this event gets it so right!”   
    Thumbtack

“Creative with excellent game play, a huge hit for a tough 
audience to please!”  EA

The perefect event to practice critical thinking & 
problem solving. Just like solving a real crime!


